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BIRTH OF THE BRANCH
“I joined CAMRA in 1974 and discovered that there was talk of setting up a Newbury Branch.
The inaugural meeting was to take place at 11.00am on Sunday 16th June in the Highwayman’s
Bar at The Bacon Arms in Newbury. I obtained the necessary pass with the promise of an evening’s
babysitting the following week and a commitment not to get involved. After 40 years, and no doubt
a few pints on the day, my memory of the meeting is a blur. My return home with the admission
that I was now on the committee of the Newbury Branch of CAMRA will however remain in my
memory, if not for the words spoken, for the volume at which they were delivered.” 
(Peter Watson)

JOINING UP
Following my move to Great Shefford in late 1967 I joined Welford Park Cricket Club, and they
drank at The Five Bells, Wickham. In those days it was a Watney’s pub and served Ushers FPA on
gravity from casks set on a brick stillage at the back of the bar. I drank many pints of this tasty boy’s
bitter in après match sessions, and never suffered any ill effects, unlike a stag party at The Fox at
Hermitage, when three pints of gassy Courage Directors served by top-pressure dispense left me
violently ill all next day. 

I was not involved in the formation of the local branch of CAMRA in June 1974, although I had
heard about it and knew that the chairman, Dr David Arnold, was a good egg. The completion of
my conversion came on the road, not to Damascus, but to Thatcham. 

“It could just have been the day that changed my life. As a lad in Norfolk I’d been weaned on
Bullards, Steward & Patterson’s and Lacon’s, and in London I discovered Young’s, then Reading
where Courage Best really was the best. Luckily I worked at a computer company in Bracknell
where some enlightened people had formed the ‘George3 Beer Committee’. This mainly involved
arranging visits to breweries producing ‘proper beer’. That’s when I learned about the impending
death of real ale.” (Peter Watson)

“I first got involved in CAMRA at the Goring Branch in the late, great Graham Watts’s pub, The
Catherine Wheel, a Brakspear’s house where I drank the best Brakspear’s that I’ve ever drunk, served
straight from the cask”. (James Lynch)

“I was already a beer drinker by the time Newbury CAMRA started because my father had
introduced me to it. My husband Jonathan and I saw a notice in the NWN advertising the first
meeting. We went to the second, which was at The Bell at Boxford. We thought, ‘this is good, these
are jolly people’, and joined there and then.” (Jennie Bray)

“I joined CAMRA in 1974, back in the days when the beer situation was dire. Handpumps were
being removed wholesale from pubs. I worked in Newbury and used to take lunch at The
Catherine Wheel and my favourite tipple was Courage Bitter (the old Simonds Bitter). One day
when I went in it was missing and replaced by Special Bitter on top pressure. Being a bit naïve I
ordered a pint, took one mouthful and immediately passed it back for it to be poured down the
sink and be replaced by Courage Best – a costly pint overall! I remember Arkells removing
handpumps ad lib at this time and replacing their beers with top pressure versions – ugh! Then they
came to their senses and replaced them.” (Paul Frances)

“The first beer I tasted, aged four in a wartime hayfield with my father, was from Simonds of
Reading. Imagine my disappointment fifteen years later when all I could find in London was
Grotneys. No wonder I drank lime juice. This caused much ribald amusement when I was
dragooned into helping in the CAMRA beer tent at the Crafty Raft Race finish in the mid-
Seventies. I was gradually introduced to the delights of milds and stouts.” (Annabel Bailey)

1974 - 2014

CHEERS TO 
FORTY YEARS

by Roy Bailey
I hate Tim Thomas, the Editor of Ullage!

He is one of those people who would not let
me enjoy my dotage in peace sitting in front 
of the fire and watching repeats of Last of the
Summer Wine on digital TV, while sucking wine
gums. Instead he expected me to agree to one
of his madcap schemes to promote the cause of
real ale across West Berkshire and the world
beyond by guest-editing this special supplement.

However, as a former holder of his exalted and
prestigious post, I felt the call of duty and was
therefore persuaded to succumb to his
blandishments, especially as he bribed me in
The Hatchet with a whole pint of ale.

But if I have to work, so must others, so I have
dragooned some of the existing early members
to help me in this onerous task. They have
dragged themselves away from the day centres,
abandoned their zimmer frames and, with
knarled, arthritic hands and weakening
eyesight, dredged the depths of their failing
memories to pen some priceless reminiscences
of the days when a pint of good cask ale was a
rarity in West Berkshire. Now read on ...

A History of CAMRA in West Berkshire -
Parts 1 & 2 - featured on page 7 of Ullage -
May/June 2011 & July/August 2011 - can
still be viewed online - from the Branch
Newsletter tab on our website:
www.westberkscamra.org.uk 

continued on page ii
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Roy Bailey at the Festival of Rural Sports at Chieveley in
July 1977



EARLY CAMPAIGNS
The branch set off in high style by running its very
first event – a beer tent at the Newbury Agricultural
Show at Siege Cross, Thatcham, September, 1974.

As I was involved in filming the re-enactment of the
Newbury Coat at the Show, it wasn’t until late in the
afternoon that I finally managed to get away. When 
I walked into the marquee, I thought I had arrived 
in Heaven. Ranged along the back of the tent were
rows of beer casks stillaged on scaffolding, and in
front, at the counter, was a small but perfectly-formed
blonde dispensing pints of the contents. I was
immediately smitten (and not just by Jennie Bray!)
and immediately decided that this organisation was
definitely for me.

“Jeremy Dickins, Peter
Watson and James Lynch
organised the CAMRA
beer tent at Newbury
Show. I was more of a
slave, working behind
the bar. I always went to
Newbury Show, but this
beer tent was terrific
fun, I didn’t anticipate
how busy it would be.
The tent was stuck in

the corner of the field -
how did anyone know it was there, or even about
Real Ale? It was so popular that the caterers closed
down their bar at 11am and paid off their staff. It was
an even greater success the following year, but the
third year we were not allowed to take part,
presumably because we had been too successful for
the official caterers. The Show committee used the
excuse that there had been hooliganism though all it
had been were some very naughty little boys (bearing
the name of Bailey!) sliding down the marquee top.
But the event was such an amazing success; old
country boys saying ‘this is what beer used to be like’.
No one behaved badly, the CAMRA people didn’t
have time to be naughty.” (Jennie Bray)

“James Lynch pulled off a coup with the Beer
Exhibition at the Newbury Show – the word
‘exhibition’ swung it. The caterers in the fizz tent
didn’t think we’d be competition. Oh what a surprise
they got. Our tent was heaving from start to finish –
people couldn’t believe that beer could taste so good,
be at the right temperature, and be so easy to deliver.

Our Honorary President, Johnny Morris, visited and
chatted to the crowds. An exhausting event,
particularly for James, who slept overnight next to
the barrels to avoid any filching or tampering. I really
believe that the beer exhibition, and those that
followed, opened so many people’s minds to what
beer should really be like that it kick started the
process of turning almost every pub in the area into
one selling real ale.” (Peter Watson)

“Peter Watson and I had to meet the caterers to get
their agreement to let us have our beer exhibition. It
was obvious that they were not keen on letting us in.
The upshot was that we had to agree to sell the beer
for the same price as they were selling keg, i.e. 20p a
pint. Sounds cheap, doesn’t it, but at the time
Brakspear’s ordinary was 11p a pint at Graham’s pub.
I remember we put big notices up in the marquee
explaining why the price was so high and
apologizing profusely. 

“We had beers from 22 breweries, including a
reluctant Arkell’s whom we persuaded to supply us
with their BBB. The aerobatic display did not
perform because the pilots got to our tent first and it
was decided they had better not take off as they’d
already taken off in another sense.” (James Lynch)

In December members attended the inauguration of
the East Berkshire branch at The Hope and Anchor,
Wokingham, where the Newbury branch newsletter
reported that ‘upwards of 150 people disgraced
themselves by only drinking 1,000 pints of beer’.

KEEPING GOING
The success of the beer tent at Newbury Show led to
the branch running a similar one at the finish of the
Crafty Craft Race in Victoria Park in May 1975; the
first of several. It was stressed that this was not a beer
exhibition but a way of presenting some local beers –
Courage, Brakspear, Wadworth and Eldridge Pope –
to the public. A team of drinkers from The Five Bells
at Woodspeen, led by Roger Pocock, entered a craft
under the CAMRA banner. It didn’t win.

“To our shame, we ran out of beer. We just didn’t
believe that people would have downed so much
beer in so short a time. We sold 35 firkins and could
probably have got rid of 15 more”. (Peter Watson,
Newbury branch newsletter no. 8)

The organisers learned the lesson, early on, of not
basing estimates on that of pressurised beer
consumption at similar events. 

I swiftly became involved in this exciting new
campaign and by February 1975 had been co-opted
onto the committee. At the subsequent AGM that
year I was confirmed by election and was joined by
Paul Frances as branch treasurer, a post he held for
many years. To prove that the Newbury branch was
the cream – all the clots rise to the top – I became
vice-chairman and press and publicity officer at the
1976 AGM and by the beginning of 1978 was
chairman with Jennie Bray under me as vice-
chairman. (No, sorry – I must rephrase that!) 

Despite being described rather unkindly by one
member as ‘a bunch of middle-aged marital misfits’,
the branch (and its reputation) grew and grew.

“Whenever you spoke about Newbury CAMRA the
reply was ‘we’re always hearing about you.’  We were
a good crowd, intelligent, kind and fun, with never
any unpleasantness.” (Jennie Bray)

The campaigning activities continued apace, with
verve and enthusiasm, and 1976 was an amazing year.
In August Hungerford Round Table asked the
branch, via Paul Frances, to provide a beer tent at
Littlecote House for a muster by the Sealed Knot.

“There were no less than 42 kils of real ale sold over
the weekend (the Newbury Weekly News said 70),
not to mention cider, mead and country wines in
large quantities.” (Fred O’Donnell, Newbury
branch newsletter)

“It was an amazingly hot weekend and the bar staff
wore away the grass behind the bar and everybody
and everything became covered in a film of muddy
dust. This event seemed very successful – the Sealed

continued 

“At one of those
meetings in Goring I
met John Illingworth
from Newbury and
he and I decided
we’d hold that first
meeting at The Bacon
Arms with the
wonderful
moustachioed Jim
Boon behind the bar. 
At the meeting hardly
anyone knew anyone else so when John Illingworth
said ‘I’ll be chairman’, everyone agreed. He was never
really seen again. (Hardly surprising as he moved
away to Shoreham that summer! – Ed.) Nevertheless
the branch functioned very well without a chairman
for the first few months and then had the great good
fortune to have David Arnold take the chair.” 
(James Lynch)

“We’d set up an interim committee with John
Illingworth as chairman and James Lynch as secretary,
with a plan to hold another meeting on 15th
September to elect seven officials for the branch.
Between those dates things started to happen. We
surveyed the pubs in the area for submissions to the
Good Beer Guide, produced a Local Real Ale Guide
and ran a Beer Exhibition at the Newbury Show. 

The pub survey for submissions to The Good Beer
Guide and the production of a local real ale guide was
a stamina-sapping and sometimes stomach-churning
challenge. Every pub in the area was visited and the
quality of beer, environment and toilets tested. The
words ‘real ale’ were a mystery to most landlords
peering over a line of pressure taps. But at least when
the answer was ‘no’, sometimes accompanied by a bit
of verbal abuse, we could turn tail and leave. In only
about 30% of pubs were there hand-pumps or a
barrel behind the bar. A half was ordered and duly
tasted. In 50% of cases there was either a close
proximity to vinegar, beer with the opacity of
scrumpy, bits floating around, or that metallic taste of
lines in need of a serious clean. Where the beer was
OK, it was scored and the toilets inspected. It says a
lot about the times that the Ladies was seldom visited
so judgment was on the Gents. Our submission to
the national Good Beer Guide was complete and our
local guide was on the way.” (Peter Watson)

At the 15th September meeting Dr David Arnold was
elected as chairman, and James Lynch, who was already
chairman of Swindon branch, handed over the role of
secretary to Peter Watson. Johnny Morris, TV star of
Animal Magic, who lived locally, agreed to be the
branch’s Honorary President. James came back to
Newbury in 1977 and was branch secretary again for a
short while before becoming a member of CAMRA’s
National Executive and finally national chairman.
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James Lynch at the former
Ushers Brewery in Trowbridge

l-r Roger Pocock, Fred O’Donnell, Graham Hillyard and
Dr David Arnold practising for the 1976 race

David Arnold’s son Steve (left) and Ian Young guarding 
the 1976 Crafty Craft beer tent overnight

Jeremy Dickins
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Mr R.W. Mitchell of Newbury and his son receiving a cask
of Wadworth 6X which they won in a CAMRA competition
at the 1975 Newbury Show



Knot members certainly knew how to drink. I am
not certain who obtained the license for us, but it was
probably the late Peter Reeves who used to own The
Bear Hotel in Hungerford – he was very helpful to
CAMRA members.” (Paul Frances)

“Littlecote was an amazing experience, but very hard
work as it was over two days instead of Newbury
Show’s one (as it was in those days). I have never seen
men drink so much as the Sealed Knot members,
even mead by the half pint. Some of them were really
smashed out of their heads. They were quite a
difficult group of men - lovely, not horrid - but they
kept fighting each other. Our Belly-banging or Gut-
jousting was a much safer sport: Jonathan, Roger
Pocock and an equally large friend called Igor
Andronov indulged in that – there was no winner.”
(Jennie Bray)

By way of a change of exercise activity, several
members walked the Ridgeway that autumn, calling
in at The Black Horse, Wanborough, and The Crown
and Horns, East Ilsley, en route.

“This group, which included Roy and his son Tom,
who was just 8 at the time, walked the Ridgeway
over two days, starting at Avebury, camping overnight
at The Star at Sparsholt, and finishing in Goring - 40
miles. I joined them the second morning for breakfast
and was given tea in a half-pint beer mug. It was a
fine day, my dog lolloped along with us, Tom strode
out manfully and we all made the final miles to
Goring. There were blisters and aching muscles
among the adults when we reached The Catherine
Wheel, but Tom was rewarded with a pint and found
twin girlfriends and they all leaped about on the pub
patio.” (Annabel Bailey)

“As a keen rambler I took part in that walk. I could
only manage the first day as I had to work on the
Sunday, but I drove over to Goring to be at the finish
and drink the Brakspear’s bitter.” (Paul Frances)

As a social activity is was decided to form a CAMRA
Newbury cricket team and in September our first
game of cricket was played against West Berks
Liberals XI at Chieveley. After the Newbury branch
folded the team continued for several years and later

changed its name to Chieveley Village Cricket Club.
David Arnold, as you might have expected, was
deeply involved. We played against pub and brewery
sides, and the lads of Eldridge Pope’s Huntsman C.C.
became our great friends.

“I was the team’s Tea Lady. They often played on into
the twilight, lit by car headlights. My father
sometimes umpired, sitting on his shooting stick, a
glass of beer in his hand. One year all we WAGs
formed a team known as The Camp Followers to
play the boys. One of the men was given out for
‘Ungentlemanly conduct’! In later years the team
evolved into a more serious eleven, but those days
were fun. Twice a year we played the Eldridge Pope
Brewery, home and away, and after some years they
presented me with a ‘gold’ watch. Our eleven, not to
be outdone, gave me a miniature teapot, complete
with teabag.” (Annabel Bailey)

Social activities to spread the message were one of
our main campaigning tools. Brewery visits, pub
crawls, CAMRAmbles, (walking from one real ale
pub to another), egg rolling down Beacon Hill, and a
Festival of Rural Sports at Chieveley. This included
such well-known pastimes as Dwyle Flonking,
Rhubarb Thrashing, and Formation Goat Nadgering!
We also held a memorable Summer Party.

“It was such a hot day at Chieveley village hall that
we struggled to keep the beer cool. Pressure built up
in the barrels and when I knocked the spile in beer
shot skywards. Bits of dried hops were stuck to the
ceiling for months. Our half-a-yard drinking
competition was won by Doc Arnold (bless his soul),
who had two goes within five minutes, having been
beaten after his first.” (Peter Watson)

There was also more serious campaigning. The
branch was represented at a
CAMRA AGM for the first time,
travelling to Blackpool, and later
joined Reading and Mid-Berks
branch in ‘Running rings round
Courage’. 

“Because that Brewery was changing
over to top-pressure beers it was
thought that publicity should be
given to this. Many members from
Berkshire and further afield met up
at the Courage brewery in Reading
one Saturday and we ran round and
round the brewery using the nearby
streets. The expressions on the faces
of the Courage security staff had to
be seen to be believed!” 
(Paul Frances)

News of this thriving and go-ahead
branch having filtered through to St

Albans, the National Executive decided to hold one
of their weekend meetings that October in Newbury,
and the branch pulled out all the stops. There was a
Friday evening session at The Lion in Newbury, a
lunchtime get-together in The Bacon Arms on
Saturday, but the highspot (or possibly ‘lowspot’) was
a folk concert at The Swan, Inkpen, on the Saturday
evening. To call it a ‘folk concert’ is probably
dignifying it as it was a performance by a group
known as ‘The Hop Leaves’, composed of branch
members of varying degrees of musical competence,
all old enough to know better. 

1977 being the Queen’s Silver Jubilee, we held a
Jubilee Jamboree of Folk and Ale in February in
association with the Navvies’ Rest Folk Club,
majoring on mild. I was the organiser assisted by
Glyn Davis, and branch members rallied round to 
run what was probably at that time the biggest and
most-successful one-day beerex organised by any 
CAMRA branch.

“The old Plaza in Newbury Market Place was packed
to bursting with people drinking gallons of beer, and
in the evening drinking gallons more while listening
to folk music. I was in charge of collecting empty
glasses together with Jennie Bray, who was like a
terrier burrowing at ground level through the throng

with her trays, while I, with mine raised above my
head, was described by her husband Jonathan as being
like ‘a stately galleon in full sail.’” (Annabel Bailey)

27 breweries supplied 45 different draught ales plus 3
bottled beers, and we sold all but a firkin of Courage
– about 4,300 pints in all. We also sold 300
ploughman’s lunches and had special commemorative
Jubilee glasses on sale. (I still have a couple.) The hall
was packed and my son Tom spent over two hours
stamping the special admission tickets until the
branch rubber stamp disintegrated. People came from
as far away as Wales, Ipswich and Brighton, and we
even had a surprise visit from our MP.We made over
£400 on the day (the profit on the draw alone was
over £100) and we gave £100 to the folk club and
£50 to the local council’s Jubilee Appeal.

The following day (Sunday) the 1st International
Barrel Jumping Championships were held in the car
park of The Hare and Hounds, Speen, where all the
empty casks had been left for collection.

Sadly 1977 was the apogee of the Newbury branch,
and it folded up in the late ‘70s. I’m only sorry that it
happened on my watch as chairman. I believe the
reason was that the concept of real ale was by now
well established and was available in the majority of
pubs. The tide of Watneyisation had been stemmed
and new breweries were opening. The general
impression was that CAMRA’s job had been done.

In actual fact the branch went into abeyance, with
Paul Frances continuing as the official local contact.
Once a year he would call at my house and we
would sit and decide, on the basis of our local
knowledge, which 11 pubs would go into the next
issue of the Good Beer Guide. No one ever
complained about our choices.

The branch was revived as the West Berkshire branch
in 1986 by Steve Parry, an immigrant from Crawley,
as chairman, and Dan Allen, an immigrant from
Croydon, as secretary, and it has flourished like a
green bay tree ever since.

Nevertheless, one of the founders of the Newbury
branch, who became National Chairman, believes
that we had more than played our part.

“Newbury branch was a truly exceptional branch and
put itself on the CAMRA national map within weeks
because of the boundless energy of everyone and
what the branch achieved, setting a standard for start-
ups that has never been matched since. I’m sure it is
because of that that I was invited to join the National
Executive before the end of the year, in recognition
of what you guys all did. I was appointed Southern
Regional Organiser, and my patch was everything
south of a line drawn from Suffolk to Worcestershire,
including Cornwall. I can honestly say that Newbury
was the star branch amongst all 54 branches in the
Southern region in terms of what it achieved over
those early years, thus maintaining its meteoric start.”
(James Lynch)

I am proud to have played my part in those
momentous days.
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The end of the Ridgeway walk at The Catherine Wheel, Goring.
l-r Annabel Bailey, Jackie Cragg, Roy Bailey, Tom Bailey, Sylvia ?, 
Fred O’Donnell and Peter Lovegrove

Barrel jumping at the Hare and Hounds, Speen.
Dave Wright is jumping, watched by Roger Shelton



The first monthly branch
newsletter was produced by
secretary Peter Watson in
November 1974, and was just
two sheets of photocopied
foolscap with the old CAMRA
logo at the top. It continued in
this format, occasionally
expanding to more pages and
always full of interesting
information, until issue no.10
in September 1975. (Actually
there were two no. 9s!) Peter
had a strange production
problem with the first issue. In
issue no. 2, under the heading,
‘I’M NOT VERY GOOD AT
XEROGRAPHY’, he wrote, ‘I misunderstood
the young lady when she said I had to turn it
over and put it in backwards’. What can he
have meant?

From issue no. 11 Fred O’Donnell, who had
been elected branch secretary at the September
AGM, took over as editor. Production continued
in the same way, but Fred introduced a more
exotic logo and started incorporating photos
and line-drawings. The latter were OK, but
photos reproduced by Xeroxing were not
successful. Fred’s wildly off-beat sense of
humour meant that the newsletter was always
amusing, especially when he started
introducing jokes and cartoons. I was happy to
contribute some awful specimens of the former.

Unfortunately Fred never dated any of his
productions and later he even stopped
numbering them (probably due to propping up
the bar of The King’s Head in Thatcham too
much.) Eventually pressure of work and the
duties of being branch secretary meant that he
was unable to produce anything after August
1976, so I took over the editorship from
November, giving the newsletter the name 
of Ullage. 

1. ullage, n.  ...e amount of wine or other liquor
by which a cask or bottle falls short of being
quite full (originally the quantity required to
make good the loss by leakage or absorption)...

2. ullage, v.  ...trans. To calculate the amount of
ullage in (a cask)...

Oxford English Dictionary

Although that is the official definition, I chose
that name, in an attempt at irony, because it is
an old slang term which referred to all the
rubbish at the bottom of the barrel, and is also
nautical slang for a preponderance of
undesirables. 

I also wrote, ‘The new format is not a
permanent innovation, although I hope the title
will be!’ Both predictions proved to be accurate.

Not having recourse to free photocopying, but
with access to a Gestetner machine, I had to
use a method of reproduction that has
(presumably) vanished into the mists of time.
The text had to be typed onto a ‘skin’; a special
waxed membrane backed by thin card, but
using the typewriter with the ribbon
disengaged, The keys cut through the wax
coating to allow ink to pass through, but any
mistakes had to be blotted out with a bright
red, volatile varnish known as ‘correctine’. Too
many typing errors and you finished up high!
Fortunately I was able to get Mary Reeves, later
Bradbury, to do some of the typing. The
finished ‘skin’ was wrapped around the inked
drum of the machine, and continuous cranking
of the handle produced the
finished copies. If you want
to know how this operation
looked, watch Richard
Briers at work in his office
in repeats of Ever
Decreasing Circles.

This arrangement
continued for about 15
months, but then I became
ambitious and persuaded
the branch committee to
agree to spend some
money. From April 1977 a
pasted-up, photocopied
version of four pages
appeared, with a flowery
hop leaves, barley ears

and barrel-end masthead, and including
photographs.

It was still fairly time-consuming and
primitive – I had no computer in those
days and all the text had to be typed
onto paper and then photocopied to a
smaller size before being cut out and
pasted onto A4 card for final
photocopying. (Yes, we had actually
moved away from foolscap.) Photos had
to be converted into ‘screen bromides’ –
special low-contrast versions with a
fine dot pattern that would reproduce
well after photocopying.

This was well-received and did the job
of informing and entertaining the populace of
the Newbury area and beyond. It also contrived
to annoy the local Licensed Victuallers
Association, a reactionary organisation who
objected to any customer questioning their
policies. We especially got up their collective
noses by instituting a Comparative Price Survey
– comparing the prices of the same beer in
different pubs.

Eventually in early 1978 I had to hand over
the editorship to the new branch secretary
Mike Heard, as I had become chairman and my
workload as a freelance film and TV
cameraman was increasing enormously. Mike
produced a couple of what I thought were
rather indifferent issues, then disappeared off
the local radar. With the dwindling interest in
the branch, Ullage ceased production at the
end of the year. 

The revival of the branch under the title of
West Berkshire inspired me to recommence
publication in April 1990, after a gap of over
12 years.

The rest, as they say, is history.

Roy Bailey

FROM BRANCH NEWSLETTER TO ULLAGE

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Looking back over 40 years I remember many friends that I made through my membership of the
local CAMRA branch. Some of the early members are still with us and I am happy to say I am still in
touch with them. Jennie Bray, Paul Frances, Chris Marriage, James Lynch, Peter Watson, David
Hickman, Roger Pocock, Bob Whiting and my dear wife Annabel are still around – alive and
drinking. I am grateful to those of them who have made a contribution to this special supplement.

Others have disappeared to I know not where – Adrian Adams, David Wright, Tony Bartlett, Jeremy
Dickins, Chris McGrath, Peter Lovegrove, Glyn Davis, Andy Smith, Denis Maynard, Mary and Denis
Bradbury, Jackie Cragg, Paul Hancock, Clive Jones – and it would be good to hear from them again.

Sadly some we knew are no longer with us – Derek and Evelyn Duddridge, Madge Kirkham,
Jonathan Bray, Johnny Morris, Mike Heard, Cliff Griffiths and Fred O’Donnell and, of course, 
Dr David Arnold.

This memoir is dedicated to David, whom I was privileged to count as a friend – a wonderful branch
chairman and a wonderful man.
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My thanks to Jackie Markham, Archivist at the Newbury Weekly News,
for her help in sourcing some of their 1970s pictures.


